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Abstract Access to multimedia data and multimedia
services is becoming increasingly common in networked
mobile environments. In such environments, both the
mobile client devices and multimedia servers are typically
resource constrained. Moreover, the mobile client population is often heterogeneous in terms of the clients’ preferences with regard to multimedia content, the clients’
quality of service requirements and system-level resource
constraints. In order to provide a resource-constrained
mobile client with its desired video content, it is often
necessary to personalize the requested multimedia content
in a manner that satisfies simultaneously the various clientspecified content preferences and the system-level resource
constraints. Also, in order to simultaneously reduce the
client-experienced latency, provide optimal quality of service to the clients and ensure efficient utilization of server
and network resources, it is necessary to perform client
request aggregation on the server end. To this end, a video
personalization strategy is proposed to provide mobile,
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resource-constrained clients with personalized video content that is most relevant to the clients’ requests while
satisfying simultaneously multiple client-side system-level
resource constraints. A client request aggregation strategy
is also proposed to cluster client requests with similar video
content preferences and similar client-side resource constraints such that the number of requests the server needs to
process and service, and the client-experienced latency are
both reduced simultaneously. The primary contributions of
the paper are: (1) the formulation and implementation of a
Multiple-choice Multi-dimensional Knapsack Problem
(MMKP)-based video personalization strategy; and (2) the
design and implementation of a client request aggregation
strategy based on a multi-stage clustering algorithm.
Experimental results comparing the proposed MMKPbased video personalization strategy to existing 0/1
Knapsack Problem (0/1KP)-based and the Fractional
Knapsack Problem (FKP)-based video personalization
strategies are presented. It is observed that: (1) the proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy includes
more relevant video content in response to the client’s
request compared to the existing 0/1KP-based and FKPbased personalization strategies; and (2) in contrast to the
0/1KP-based and FKP-based personalization strategies
which can satisfy only a single client-side resource constraint at a time, the proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy is capable of satisfying multiple client-side
resource constraints simultaneously. Experimental results
comparing the client-experienced latency with and without
the proposed server-side client request aggregation strategy
are also presented. It is shown that the proposed client
request aggregation strategy reduces the mean clientexperienced latency without significant reduction in the
average relevance of the delivered video content and
without significant deviation in the client-side resources
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actually consumed by the delivered video content from the
client-specified resource constraints.
Keywords Video personalization  Request aggregation 
Mobile multimedia  Resource-constrained multimedia 
Multiple-choice Multi-dimensional Knapsack Problem
(MMKP)
1 Introduction
Access to multimedia data and multimedia services is
becoming increasingly common in networked mobile
environments comprising clients using mobile handheld
devices, such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), pocketPCs and smart cellular phones. For example, a mobile
client may be interested in viewing a video showing road
traffic conditions and browsing the weather forecast for his/
her travel destination on a handheld device. One of the
natural limitations of typical handheld mobile devices is
that they are resource constrained, i.e., constrained by their
battery power capacity, viewing time limit and in many
situations, by the available network bandwidth connecting
them with video servers. A typical video server is also
resource constrained in terms of its computing power and
storage capacity and has to ensure efficient utilization of its
resources in order to provide an optimal quality of service
to its clients with minimal client-experienced latency.
Thus, in mobile multimedia environments, the original
video content often needs to be personalized in order to
fulfill the clients’ requests while satisfying simultaneously
the various client-side and system-wide resource constraints. In light of the above, a working definition of video
personalization can be given as follows.
Definition 1 Given the mobile client’s preferences
regarding the video content, and given the client-side and
system-wide resource constraints, video personalization is
the process of compiling and disseminating the most relevant video content to the mobile client while satisfying
simultaneously the client-side and system-wide resource
constraints.
A typical client request consists of the client’s preference(s) with regard to video content and a list of client-side
resource constraints. Clearly, a client query protocol needs
to be established to facilitate the communication of the
query between the client and the server. A client query,
under the currently implemented protocol is a structure
with two fields: PREFERENCES and CONSTRAINTS. The
PREFERENCES field is a list of strings representing
semantic terms that encapsulate the client’s request for
information, whereas the CONSTRAINTS field is a list of
numerical parameters representing the client-side resource
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constraints such as the viewing time limit, bandwidth limit
and the limit on the amount of data the client can receive.
In this paper, the video personalization problem is
modeled as one of constrained optimization, i.e., maximization of the ‘‘total relevance value’’ of the video content
delivered to the client under multiple constraints that represent client-side and system-wide resource limitations.
Various video personalization strategies based on the
classical Knapsack Problem (KP) have been proposed in
the literature [1–3]. However, a fundamental limitation of
existing video personalization strategies described in the
literature is that they are observed to be incapable of satisfying simultaneously multiple resource constraints, i.e.,
they can satisfy only a single resource constraint at a time.
Another major limitation of existing video personalization strategies is that they do not consider multiple-client
scenarios; rather the personalization strategies are designed
to satisfy individual client requests considered one at a
time. A video personalization system in the real world
needs to service requests from multiple clients where the
client population is often heterogeneous in terms of the
clients’ content preferences, clients’ quality of service
requirements and system-level resource constraints. Fulfilling each of the client requests entails server-side
resource consumption in terms of processing time and
network bandwidth. In a situation where there are a large
number of clients sending requests to the server in a given
time interval, the average client-experienced latency can be
unacceptably long if each client request is processed individually. Moreover, processing each client request individually consumes an unacceptable amount of server and
network resources. Consequently, a server-side aggregation
strategy is needed to cluster client requests based on the
clients’ content preferences and system-level resource
constraints. The objective of such an aggregation strategy
is to reduce the client-experienced latency and enable
efficient utilization of server and network resources while
simultaneously ensuring an optimal quality of service to
the clients.
While there are many challenges to be addressed in the
design and implementation of a comprehensive video
personalization system, the work presented in this paper
focuses on the design and implementation of video personalization and client request aggregation strategies. The
contributions of this paper are twofold:
1.

The formulation and implementation of a Multiplechoice Multi-dimensional Knapsack Problem (MMKP)based video personalization strategy which is shown to
have the following significant advantages over the
existing 0/1 Knapsack Problem (0/1KP)-based and the
Fractional Knapsack Problem (FKP)-based video personalization strategies:

Video personalization

(a)

The proposed MMKP-based personalization
strategy is observed to include more relevant
video content in response to a client’s request;
(b) In contrast to the 0/1KP-based and FKP-based
personalization strategies which can satisfy only
a single client-side resource constraint at a time,
the proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy is capable of supporting multiple client-side
resource constraints simultaneously; and
2.

The design and implementation of a client request
aggregation strategy based on multi-stage clustering of
client content preferences and client-side resource
constraints. The proposed client request aggregation
strategy is shown to reduce the effective number of
client requests that need to be fulfilled by the server,
thereby reducing the server processing load, the
network bandwidth requirement and the client-experienced latency while simultaneously ensuring an optimal quality of service to the clients. The proposed
aggregation strategy is shown to make feasible the
effective dissemination of personalized video content
in a multiple-client environment.

In the proposed video personalization system, the video
streams are automatically segmented and indexed/labeled
in a single pass using a stochastic Hidden Markov Model
(HMM)-based scheme [4, 5] and summarized offline at
multiple levels of abstraction.
Definition 2 An ontology defines a set of representational
primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or
discourse [6].
Definition 3 A video segment is defined as the set of
video frames between the starting time t1 and the ending
time t2.
Definition 4 A semantic label for a video segment is a set
of terms selected from a suitable ontology to describe the
contents of the video segment.
Definition 5 A video summary is a shortened version of
the original video segment. Ideally, the video summary
should preserve and convey the key semantic contents of
the original video.
In the proposed video personalization system, contentaware key frame selection algorithms and dynamic motion
panoramas are used to generate video summaries. The
client-side resource constraints can include the client’s
video viewing time, client’s battery capacity, client’s
reception bandwidth, an upper bound on the amount of data
that can be received by the client and the expected quality
of the received video. The video personalization module
matches the semantic terms describing the client’s video
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content preferences with the indices/labels of the video
summaries in the video database. It selects from the
retrieved video segments, a subset of video segments or
video summaries at the appropriate levels of abstraction
that best matches the client’s content preference(s), while
simultaneously satisfying the various client-side and system-wide resource constraints. Interested readers can refer
to [4, 5] for further details on the video segmentation and
indexing scheme.
In order to utilize server-side resources efficiently, a
multi-stage clustering strategy is proposed where each
stage clusters together client requests that are similar along
a single dimension. Although clustering directly in a highdimensional space would be expected to yield better
results, the proposed multi-stage clustering procedure is
observed to yield very good results at a much lower
computational expense.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides a brief review of related work. Section 3 discusses the computation of the relevance values of
the video segments and video summaries. In Sect. 4,
various video personalization strategies based on variations of the classical Knapsack Problem (KP) are discussed
and the proposed MMKP-based video personalization
strategy is detailed. Section 5 provides details of the proposed multi-stage client request aggregation strategy. In
Sect. 6, results of the experimental evaluation of the proposed MMKP-based video personalization are compared
with those of existing 0/1KP-based and FKP-based personalization strategies. Experimental results of the proposed multi-stage client request aggregation are presented
as well. Section 7 concludes the paper with an outline for
future work.
2 Brief review of related work
Video summarization based on high-level video content is
a topic of active research in computer vision and multimedia. High-level content-based video summarization
constitutes the first step towards video personalization.
Yahiaoui et al. [7] compare earlier video summarization
approaches to determine what information should be
retained in a video summary. Mérialdo et al. [8] review the
related techniques in video summarization. Various innovative key frame selection algorithms have been proposed
in the literature in the context of video summarization.
Doulamis et al. [9] use a content-sampling algorithm to
extract a small set of key frames from a video stream. Kim
and Hwang [10], extract information about the objects of
interest in the video along with their actions and the
resulting events to generate a high-level content-based
video abstraction. In the case of panning videos
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(i.e., videos shot with a panning camera) containing moving object(s) against a static background, dynamic motion
panoramas are used to represent both the dynamic and
static scene elements in a geometrically consistent manner
[11, 12]. To facilitate content-based retrieval, video summaries are typically organized in a hierarchical manner.
Jaimes and Chang [13] propose a visual information
indexing framework for systematic representation of image
and video data based on syntax and semantics. In the client-centered video personalization system described in
their paper [13], content-aware key frame selection algorithms and dynamic motion panoramas are used to generate
video summaries.
Various personalization strategies have been proposed
in the literature to generate the optimal response to the
client’s request while satisfying various client-side and
system-level resource constraints. The optimal response to
the client’s request is defined as a set of video summaries
that is most relevant to the client’s content preference(s).
Mérialdo et al. [1] demonstrate that the video personalization problem can be modeled as the classical 0/1
Knapsack Problem (0/1KP). Tseng et al. [3] propose a
personalization strategy based on a combination of 0/1KPbased optimization and context clustering to collect successive video shots that share similar content. Context
clustering is shown to be an enhancement of the scheme
proposed by Tseng and Smith [2] in that it considers the
temporal smoothness of the generated video summary in
order to improve the client’s viewing experience. One of
the drawbacks of existing 0/1KP-based video personalization strategies is that some of the video segments which are
excluded in the response to the client’s request may still
contain some information that is potentially relevant or of
interest to the client. Another drawback of existing 0/1KPbased personalization strategies is that the underlying
0/1KP-based optimization algorithms can satisfy only a
single client-side constraint, such as the client’s viewing
time limit, at a time.
Multiple-choice Multi-dimensional Knapsack Problem
(MMKP)-based optimization has been used previously in
the design of an adaptive multimedia system (AMS) [14].
The admission control in an AMS, where the clients are
required to pay a fee based on the desired quality of service, is modeled as an MMKP [14]. A certain quality of
service is deemed to consume a predetermined set of server
resources. In order to maximize the net revenue generated
by providing multimedia services to a client population, the
multimedia server admits an optimal set of service requests
by solving an MMKP. Since the MMKP is known to be
NP-hard, heuristic algorithms are proposed to solve the
MMKP in the context of real time applications [14–16]. It
needs to be noted that the AMS admission control problem
is quite distinct from the video personalization problem
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discussed in this paper even though both problems are
modeled as an MMKP. First, the objective in the case of
the AMS admission control problem is to maximize the net
revenue generated by the server; whereas that in the case of
video personalization it is to maximize the total relevance
value of the video content delivered in the response to a
client’s request. Second, the constraints in the AMS
admission control problem arise from resource limitations
at the server end; whereas those in the case of the video
personalization problem arise primarily from the resource
limitations at the client end.
It is important to note that existing video personalization
research published in the literature addresses only the
single-client scenario, thus ignoring the processing load on
the server and the transmission load on the network. In this
paper we propose a request aggregation strategy based on
multi-stage clustering that reduces both, the computational
load on the server and the transmission load on the network, thus improving the client-experienced latency. Client
service request aggregation techniques have been discussed
in the context of large-scale systems that offer interactive
multimedia services [17–20]. These systems are characterized typically by a large client population coupled with
high access frequency. Most of the existing work in this
area addresses issues related to efficient utilization of network channel resources [21–23]. In the context of video
personalization, the process of determining and compiling
the personalized video content in response to a client
request consumes a significant amount of computing
resources on the server end. Hence, it is necessary to
reduce the number of client requests the server needs to
process in order to improve the mean client-experienced
latency. Yu et al. [24] have investigated user behavior and
access patterns in a large video-on-demand (VOD) system.
They report that the popularity of videos and user-requested session lengths exhibit certain statistical distributions.
More specifically, they show that the user request arrival
pattern can be modeled using a modified Poisson distribution. Their findings also indicate that multiple clients
may request similar video content with similar viewing
limits in a given time duration.
In light of the study of Yu et al. [24], we propose a
multi-stage client request aggregation strategy to group
client requests that are similar in terms of their desired
video content and are characterized by similar client-side
resource constraints. The goal of the proposed multi-stage
client request aggregation strategy is to reduce the effective
number of requests that the multimedia server needs to
process. The work described in this paper serves as a highlevel extension to existing research in video-on-demand
systems that focuses primarily on efficient delivery of lowlevel video content [21–23]. Our work on multimedia
personalization in multi-client scenarios results in an

Video personalization

effective reduction in the number of multimedia streams
such that existing network-level delivery techniques
[21–23] can be used to ensure efficient delivery of these
multimedia streams to multiple resource-constrained clients.
Different algorithms for clustering data have been
investigated and reported in the literature [25]. Cluster
analysis is a well-established research topic in pattern
recognition that has found applications in a variety of
problem domains such as archaeology, astronomy, biology,
medicine, data mining, marketing, and psychiatry, among
others [26, 27]. Cluster analysis is considered an unsupervised machine learning technique, in that it does not use
class information in the learning process. Most of the
research in cluster analysis in the context of information
retrieval deals with the clustering of terms [28] and query
expansion [29]. K-means clustering and hierarchical clustering are the most commonly used algorithms for clustering data. The hierarchical clustering algorithm, used
frequently in information retrieval, has a time complexity
of O(n2) where n is the number of underlying patterns or
feature vectors [27]. The K-means clustering algorithm is
popular because it is easy to implement, and has a time
complexity of O(n), where n is the number of underlying
patterns or feature vectors [30]. A prerequisite to any
clustering algorithm is the formulation of a (dis)similarity
or distance measure between the underlying patterns. The
Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance measures, on the other
hand, are used commonly to measure the dissimilarity
between two feature vectors characterized by numerical
features [25]; whereas the cosine similarity measure is used
commonly in text segmentation and computational linguistics where the underlying feature vectors are characterized by semantic terms [31].

3 Computation of relevance value
In this section, we discuss the computation of the relevance
value of a video segment in response to the content preference(s) specified in the client’s request or query. We also
discuss the computation of the relevance value of a summarized (or transcoded) version of a video segment given
its relative duration and the relevance value of the original
version of the video segment.
3.1 Relevance value of a video segment
In the proposed video personalization system, video segments are indexed using semantic terms derived from
ontology such as WordNet [32]. In videos that adhere to a
certain production model, the underlying video stream can
be viewed as a sequence of semantic units (genres) that are
concatenated based on predefined video program syntax.
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Each video segment is assigned a relevance value based on
the client’s preference(s) with regard to video content. Let
us assume that video segment Si is indexed by a semantic
term Ti derived from a predefined ontology. In its request,
the client specifies a preference for video content using a
descriptive term denoted by P which is also derived from
the same ontology. The relevance value Vi assigned to the
video segment Si is then given by:
Vi ¼ similarityðTi ; PÞ:

ð1Þ

In the current implementation, the similarity function in (1)
is evaluated using the lch semantic similarity measurement
algorithm [32]. The lch algorithm measures the length of the
shortest path between two concepts or terms in the WordNet
lexical database and scales the value by the maximum
is-a path length. For example, similarity (‘‘anchor’’,
‘‘newsreader’’) = 1.56,
and
similarity
(‘‘anchor’’,
‘‘news’’) = 0.99 in the WordNet lexical database using the
lch algorithm.
3.2 Relevance value of a video summary
We now discuss the computation of the relevance value of
a video summary based on its relative duration and the
relevance value of the original video segment computed
using (1). Each indexed video segment is summarized at
multiple levels of abstraction using content-aware key
frame selection and motion panorama computation algorithms [4, 5]. Each video summary consists of a set of key
frames and motion panoramas. If the image frames are
displayed at a fixed frame rate, the higher the level of
abstraction, the shorter the duration of the video summary.
This is so because at a higher level of abstraction, fewer
image frames are included in the video summary. Since the
FKP-based and the MMKP-based video personalization
strategies could potentially include both the original video
segments and their summarized versions, the relationship
between the relevance value of the original video segment
and that of each of its summarized versions needs to be first
established.
For each video segment, the original version is assumed
to contain the greatest amount of detail; whereas its summarized version at the highest level of abstraction is
assumed to contain the least amount of detail. It is reasonable to assume that the amount of information contained within a video summary (relative to the original
version) is related to its relative duration, i.e.,
vi ¼ vi0  f ðLi =L0 Þ

ð2Þ

where vi0 is the relevance value of the original video segment, and L0 and Li are the time durations of the original
video segment and the video summary, respectively. The
time duration of a video segment is determined by dividing
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I ¼ Hk;s =HN;s

ð3Þ

where I (expressed as a percentage) is the amount of
information contained within a video summary relative to
the original video segment, N is the set of all possible
discrete durations of the video summary, k [ N is the
duration of the video summary, s [ 0, s [ R is the characteristic parameter of the Zipf function and Hk,s is the kth
generalized harmonic number [33]. When s = 0, the
information content within a video summary increases
linearly (i.e., at a constant rate) with its relative duration.
Equation (3) is a definition of the discrete Zipf function.
In our application, the relative (i.e., normalized) duration of
a video summary is a continuous variable in the range
[0, 1]. To use the Zipf function defined in (3), the following
approximation and the resulting linear transform are used.
Let Lnorm denote the normalized and discrete video duration where Lnorm [ {0.01, 0.02,…,0.99, 1.00} and let
N = 100. Then the following linear transform maps the
values of Lnorm to k,
k ¼ roundðLnorm  NÞ

ð4Þ

Figure 1 depicts the relationship between the relative
information content of a video summary versus its
normalized discrete duration under the Zipf’s law-based
mapping function. The relative duration and relative
information content of the video summary are normalized
to lie within the range [0, 1] based on the duration and
information content of the original video segment. In
Fig. 1, the parameter s is shown to take the values 0, 0.5,
1.0 and 1.5, respectively.

4 Video personalization strategies
The objective of video personalization is to present a
customized or personalized video summary that retains as
much of the semantic content desired by the client as
possible but within the resource constraints imposed by the
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the number of frames in the video segment by the frame
rate.
Typically, the amount of information contained within a
video summary (relative to the original version) does not
necessarily increase linearly with its relative duration. In
this paper, we propose to use the empirical Zipf’s law [33]
to quantify f ðLi =L0 Þ. For some categories of videos, such
as news broadcast, most of the information is revealed in
the first 20–30% of the video segment. In a typical news
broadcast video, a news anchor summarizes the news
events at the beginning of the video segment followed by
the detailed field news. This observation justifies the use of
the Zipf function to quantify f ðLi =L0 Þ. The mathematical
definition of the Zipf function is given by:
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Fig. 1 Relative information content of a video summary versus
segment duration: Zipf function

client. The client typically wants to retrieve and view only
the content that matches its content preference(s). In order
to generate the personalized video summary, the client
preference(s), the client usage environment and the clientside and system-wide resource constraints need to be
considered. The personalization engine selects the optimal
set of video contents (i.e., the most relevant set of video
summaries) for the client that satisfies the client-side and
system-wide resource constraints.
This paper presents the design and implementation of an
MMKP-based video personalization strategy to generate a
customized response to the client’s request while satisfying
multiple client-side resource constraints. Compared to the
0/1KP-based and the FKP-based video personalization
strategies presented in [1–3], the proposed MMKP-based
video personalization strategy is shown to include more
relevant information in its response to the client’s request
[4]. The MMKP-based personalization strategy is also
shown to satisfy multiple client-side resource constraints,
in contrast to the 0/1KP-based and the FKP-based personalization strategies which can satisfy only a single
client-side resource constraint at a time [4].
Mérialdo et al. [1] propose that video personalization be
modeled along the lines of the classical 0/1 Knapsack
Problem (0/1KP) defined by:
!
X
X
max
Vi ; subject to
Li  T
ð5Þ
i2f1;2;...;ng

i

i

where Li is the time duration of video segment Si, T is the
client video viewing time limit and n is the number of
candidate video segments. In the 0/1KP-based video personalization strategy, a video segment is either included in
or excluded from the response. However, some of the video
segments which are excluded from the response may still
contain some useful information that is of potential interest
to the client. The 0/1KP-based video personalization
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strategy does not convey this information to the client in its
generated personalized response.
In order to include more relevant video content to fill the
capacity of the knapsack, i.e., the client viewing time limit
in this case, the video personalization problem is formulated along the lines of the following Fractional Knapsack
Problem (FKP):
!
X
X
max
xi Vi ; subject to
yi Li  T
ð6Þ
i2f1;2;...;ng

i

i

where T is the client video viewing time limit, Li is the
temporal length of video segment Si, and xi and yi, xi ; yi 2
½0; 1 are fractional factors pertaining to the video segment’s
relevance value and its duration, respectively. The above
FKP can be solved by using a greedy algorithm. Video
segments are sorted in decreasing order of their
Value_Intensity which is computed as Value_Intensityi = Vi/Li, where Vi is the relevance value and Li is the
time duration of video segment Si. Video segments with high
Value_Intensity values are selected first. Although the FKPbased optimization scheme can include transcoded video
segments, some potentially relevant videos could be excluded in the server’s response. This can be attributed to the
basic nature of the constrained optimization problem posed
by the FKP and the greedy algorithm used to solve it. In the
case of the FKP-based video personalization, a fractional
portion of a single video segment could be included in the
response generated by the video personalization module.
The last video segment in the generated response could be
summarized or shortened to enable it to fit within the limit of
the client’s video viewing time (i.e., the knapsack capacity
in our formulation). In the aforementioned 0/1KP-based and
FKP-based video personalization strategies, some video
segments and their summaries can be excluded from the
response to the client’s request. Furthermore, satisfying
multiple client-side constraints simultaneously is beyond the
capabilities of the conventional 0/1KP-based and FKPbased personalization strategies.
In many applications, it is desirable to provide the client
with as much information as possible. In such cases it may
be preferable to include two shorter video summaries in the
generated response rather than a single video segment of
longer duration that contains more detail. For example, if a
client needs to browse the sports news of the day, it might
be helpful to provide the client with multiple, though short,
sports news summaries rather than a single long and
detailed video segment containing news of a specific sport.
We propose a Multiple-Choice Multi-Dimensional
Knapsack Problem [14, 15] (MMKP)-based video personalization strategy to address this issue.
Definition 6 A content group consists of a video segment
and its summaries at multiple levels of abstraction.

Each original video segment Si is summarized into
li - 1 summaries. The video segment Si and its li - 1
summaries Sij ; j 2 f1; 2; . . .; li g constitute a multi-level
content group, as shown in Fig. 2.
We denote both the original video segment and each of
its summaries as an item. Each item is associated with a
relevance value and is deemed to require m resources. The
computation of the relevance value has already been discussed in Sect. 3. The objective of the MMKP-based video
personalization is to select exactly one item from each
content group in order to maximize total relevance value of
the selected items, subject to the m resource constraints of
the client. The MMKP-based video personalization strategy is formulated as follows.
Let vij be the relevance value of the jth summary of the
*
video segment Si, r ij ¼ ðrij1 ; rij2 ; . . .; rijm Þ be the required
resource vector for the jth summary of the video segment Si
*

and R ¼ ðR1 ; R2 ; . . .; Rm Þ be the vector that denotes the
client-side resource bounds. The problem is to determine
!
li
n X
X
V ¼ max
xij vij ; subject to
i¼1 j¼1
li
n X
X

xij rijk  Rk ;

k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; m

i¼1 j¼1

and

li
X

xij ¼ 1;

xij 2 f0; 1g

ð7Þ

j¼1

The MMKP-based video personalization strategy is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Video segments at the bottom of each
content group are the original versions. Each original video
segment has two associated summaries. The variable vij
denotes the relevance value of the jth item in the ith content
group whereas tij and bij denote, respectively, the duration and
the amount of data associated with the jth item in the ith
content group. We assume that the client has two resource
constraints, i.e., the viewing time limit T and the total received
data limit B. The goal of the MMKP-based video
personalization strategy is to select exactly one item from
each content group such that the total relevance value
P3 P3
i¼1
j¼1 xij vij is maximized subject to the constraints
Video
Summary
Video
Summary
Video
Summary
Original
Video
Segment

Abstraction
Level

Fig. 2 A Content Group at multiple levels of abstraction
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5.1 K-means and hierarchical clustering algorithms
v13 , t13 , b13

v33 , t 33 , b33
v23 , t 23 , b23

v12 , t12 , b12

v22 , t 22 , b22

v32 , t 32 , b32

v11 , t11 , b11

v21 , t 21 , b21

v31 , t 31 , b31

Content
Group 1

Content
Group 3

Content
Group 2

Fig. 3 A depiction of MMKP-based video personalization
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j¼1 xij ¼
i¼1

and

P3

i¼1

P3

j¼1 xij bij  B.

The

1; xij 2 f0; 1g guarantees that one
and only one item is selected for each content group. The
selected item for each content group is marked with a star in
Fig. 3. The client content preferences and system-level
resource constraints are treated separately and differently by
the video personalization strategy. The client content
preferences are used to compute the relevance values of
video segments and their summaries, as discussed in Sect. 3.
The client-side system-level resource limits are specified as
explicit constraints that need to be satisfied by the video
personalization strategy.
The above MMKP can be solved using the Branch and
Bound Integer Programming (BBIP) algorithm described in
[34]. To ensure that the MMKP-based personalization strategy is indeed more general than the 0/1KP-based and FKPbased personalization strategies, a null item is added to every
content group of the MMKP. The null item is formulated to
have a zero relevance value, and require zero system-wide and
client-side resources for transmission and rendering. Note that
the 0/1KP-based and FKP-based personalization strategies
permit a video segment (or its summarized version) to be
omitted from the generated personalized video summary
whereas the MMKP-based personalization strategy, without
the null item in each content group, is constrained to select one
non-null item from each content group. Clearly, the introduction of the null item in each content group enhances greatly
the flexibility and generality of the MMKP-based personalization strategy by allowing it to explore all solutions generated
by the 0/1KP-based and FKP-based personalization strategies
and some additional solutions as well.

The K-means algorithm is one of the most commonly used
clustering algorithms since it is easy to implement and
found to be effective in many applications [25]. The
computational complexity of the K-means clustering
algorithm is O(n), where n is the number of input data
points, patterns or feature vectors under consideration. The
other inputs to the K-means clustering algorithm include
the dissimilarity or distance measure between the input
patterns or feature vectors, the clustering criterion and the
desired number of clusters K. In our application, we propose to use the Euclidean distance measure and the cosine
similarity measure for the purpose of clustering of the
client-side resource constraints and clustering of the clientspecified video content preferences, respectively. The
cosine similarity measure has been used to measure the
(dis)similarity of linguistic or semantic terms with reasonable success [31]. Since the client-specified video
content preferences are represented by linguistic or
semantic terms, the cosine similarity measure is deemed
appropriate for the purpose of clustering of video content
preferences. Client-side resource constraints such as the
viewing time limit, battery capacity and the reception
bandwidth limit, on the other hand, are numerical in nature.
Therefore, it is deemed more appropriate to use the
Euclidean distance measure for the clustering of client-side
resource constraints [25].
The silhouette function is a real valued function of the
cluster labels that measures the similarity of data elements
within a cluster and the dissimilarity of data elements
between distinct clusters. Since the silhouette function can
be computed for any clustering algorithm and any dissimilarity function, it is deemed a suitable measure of
clustering performance in the context of client request
aggregation [35]. The silhouette of a given data element is
computed as follows. For each data element j, the average
dissimilarity aj between element j and other elements
within its cluster is computed. For each element j and each
cluster l to which it does not belong, the average dissimilarity bjl between data element j and members of cluster l is
computed. The average dissimilarity bj associated with the
data element j is computed by averaging bjl over all clusters
l to which data element j does not belong. The silhouette of
element j is defined as:
Sj ¼

5 Client request aggregation
Two clustering algorithms are investigated for the purpose
of client request aggregation: (a) K-means clustering and,
(b) hierarchical clustering.
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b j  aj
maxðaj ; bj Þ

ð8Þ

The optimal clustering result is the one that maximizes
the average silhouette measure where the average is
computed over all the data elements.
The hierarchical clustering algorithm generates a
sequence of nested partitions of the input pattern space
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Fig. 4 Multi-stage client
request aggregation
Batching Time Window

Batching Time Window

Batch Group

Batch Group

Service Groups

where each partition is nested within the succeeding partition in the sequence. In order to decide the optimal
number of clusters, we compute the inconsistency coefficient associated with the dendrograms created by the
hierarchical clustering algorithm [36]. The inconsistency
coefficient for the ith linkage level is defined as follows.
ai  
a
ci ¼
ð9Þ
ri
where 
a and ri are the mean and standard deviation of the
heights of linkages below level i, respectively, and ai is the
height of the linkage at the ith level. Cutting the hierarchical linkage structure at a height between the level corresponding to max (ci) and its immediate predecessor
yields the best partition.
As in the case of the K-means clustering algorithm, the
formulation of a dissimilarity measure is also fundamental
to the hierarchical clustering algorithm. In our application,
we propose to use the Euclidean distance measure and the
cosine similarity measure for the clustering of client-side
resource constraints and clustering of client-specified video
content preferences, respectively.
5.2 Multi-stage client request aggregation
Client requests for personalized videos are heterogeneous
in nature. This heterogeneity can manifest itself along the
following three dimensions:
1.
2.

3.

Arrival time heterogeneity Client requests tend to
arrive at different time instants.
Video content preference heterogeneity The clientspecified preferences with regard to video content vary
significantly from client to client.
Client-side resource constraint heterogeneity Each
client request is associated with a set of client-side

Batch Group

Content

Content

Preference
Clustering

Preference
Clustering

Content Service
Groups

Content Service
Groups

Content Service
Groups

Resource

Resource

Constraint
Clustering

Constraint
Clustering

Service Groups

Batching Time Window

Service Groups

resource constraints. These constraints can vary significantly from client to client in a heterogeneous
environment.
The goal of the proposed multi-stage client request
aggregation strategy is to reduce the effective number of
requests to be processed by the server. Given the multidimensional and heterogeneous nature of the client
requests, it is more feasible, from a computational viewpoint, to cluster them along a single dimension at a time.
The proposed multi-stage client request aggregation
strategy consists of the following steps as depicted in
Fig. 4:
Step 1 Batching by time Batching by time is performed
to group multiple-client requests that have arrived within
a pre-specified time window. The resulting group is
termed a batch group.
Step 2 Content preference clustering Client requests
within a batch group with similar video content preferences are clustered into content service groups. The
details of the preference clustering procedure are as
follows.
Let Q denote the ordered set of semantic terms that the
clients can use in their requests to specify their video
content preferences. Let q denote the ordered set of
semantic terms used to index video segments such that
q  Q. Also assume that a similarity matrix Ssize(q)9size(Q) is used to define the similarity of semantic terms,
where 0 B sij B 1 represents the normalized semantic
similarity of term ti [ q and term tj [ Q. The value of sij
is calculated using the lch algorithm described in Sect.
3.1. Let T be the semantic term used in the client video
content preference list, and let k be the index of term T in
the ordered set Q, then the client content preference
vector Pc is defined as follows:
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Pc ¼ ðs1k ; s2k ; . . .ssizeðqÞk Þ

ð10Þ

where sik, 1 B i B size(q) is the semantic similarity
between term ti [ q and term tk [ Q, and can be obtained
from the similarity matrix Ssize(q)9size(Q). The preference
clustering algorithm uses the cosine similarity measure
between a pair of client query content preference vectors
Pc1 and Pc2, defined as follows:
simðPc1 ; Pc2 Þ ¼

Pc1  Pc2
kPc1 k  kPc2 k

ð11Þ

where  denotes the vector dot (scalar) product and ||||
denotes the Euclidean norm. The K-means clustering
algorithm or hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to
cluster client requests with similar content preference
vectors into a group, termed as a content service group.
The number of the content service groups is adjusted
dynamically in our experiments. The optimal number of
content service groups (i.e., the number of clusters),
based on maximization of the average silhouette meapreference
sure, is denoted as koptimal
. In our experiments, in order
to control the performance of the proposed client
aggregation system, the number of preference clusters
generated from a batch group is defined as follows:
preference
Npc ¼ koptimal
 PAF

ð12Þ

where Npc is the number of preference clusters generated
preference
is the optimal number of
from a batch group, koptimal
client preference clusters based on maximization of the
average silhouette measure, and PAF denotes the Preference Aggregation Factor, where 0 B PAF B 1.
Step 3 Client-side resource constraint clustering Client
requests within a content service group are further
clustered based on the client-side resource constraints to
form a set of service groups. In the experiments
presented in this work, client requests with sufficiently
similar client side constraints are clustered together
using the K-means clustering algorithm or hierarchical
clustering algorithm.
In the context of clustering of the client-side resource
constraints, the dissimilarity measure used is the Euclidean distance between two resource constraint vectors.
The optimal number of service groups generated by the
client-side resource constraint clustering algorithm is
VT
denoted by koptimal
, and is determined by the optimal
number of clusters generated by the K-means or
hierarchical clustering algorithm based on maximization
of the average silhouette measure. In our experiments,
the number of service groups (i.e., clusters based on the
client viewing time limit) is adjusted as follows.
Nvtc ¼

VT
koptimal
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 CAF

ð13Þ

where Nvtc is the number of service groups (i.e., client
viewing time limit clusters) generated for a content
service group and CAF denotes the Constraint Aggregation Factor, where 0 B CAF B 1.
preference
It is important to note that the values of koptimal
and
VT
are computed based on the maximization of the
koptimal
average silhouette measure. As such, these values of
preference
VT
koptimal
and koptimal
need not be optimal from a video
personalization perspective, i.e., they need not guarantee
optimal resource utilization or an optimal response to the
client requests.

5.3 Service group representation
The multimedia server provides service to the set of client
requests in a service group as a whole, i.e., only a single
video response is generated for all the client-generated
requests in a service group. In order to represent the set of
client requests in a service group by a suitable prototypical
request, the video content preference vector which is
closest to the centroid of the service group is selected. The
representative client viewing time constraint and the representative reception bandwidth constraint for the service
group are chosen to be the mean values of the respective
parameters specified in the client requests within a service
group.
5.4 Performance metrics
In order to measure the performance of the proposed client
request aggregation strategy, the overall client–server
architecture is modeled as a single server with a single firstcome-first-served (FCFS) client request queue as shown in
Fig. 5.
The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed client request aggregation strategy.

Client
Request
Aggregation
Proxy

FCFS
Queue

Server
Service
Groups

Response
back to
clients

Clients

Fig. 5 Single server single queue model for performance evaluation
of the client request aggregation scheme
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Mean client-experienced latency (in seconds): The
client-experienced latency is defined as the duration of
the interval between the time instant when the client
sends a request to the server and the time instant when
the client starts to receive video feedback from the
server. The mean client-experienced latency is computed by averaging the client-experienced latency
values over the entire client population and over
several client-generated requests.
Mean client-experienced content preference dissimilarity The client-experienced content preference dissimilarity is defined as the semantic dissimilarity
between the video content preferences specified by the
clients and the actual video contents received. The lch
semantic similarity measurement algorithm discussed
in Sect. 3.1 is used to calculate the dissimilarity
measure. This metric essentially measures how different the contents of the received video are from the
client-specified content preferences. The mean clientexperienced content preference dissimilarity is computed by averaging the client-experienced content
preference dissimilarity values over the entire client
population and over several client-generated requests.
Mean client-experienced viewing time difference (in
seconds): The client-experienced viewing time difference is defined as the absolute value of the difference
between the client-specified viewing time and the
duration of the video feedback received from the
server. In our current implementation, the client
viewing time limit is the most important resource
constraint. This metric measures how close the duration of the received video is to the client-specified
duration and represents the deviation of the client-side
resources actually consumed by the delivered video
from the specified client-side resource constraints. The
mean client-experienced viewing time difference is
computed by averaging the client-experienced viewing
time difference values over the entire client population
and over several client-generated requests.
Total amount of data processed by the server (in MB):
This parameter measures the total amount of video
data the server needs to processes in order to fulfill
multiple-client requests. This parameter is a measure
of the computational load on the server and transmission load on the network.

The duration of the batching time window, and the
values of PAF and CAF are adjustable system parameters
which influence the overall performance of the proposed
client request aggregation strategy. Our experimental
results show the relationships between the aforementioned performance metrics and the adjustable system
parameters.
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6 Experimental evaluation results
In this section we present the results of experimental
evaluation of the video personalization scheme and the
client request aggregation strategy.
6.1 Video personalization evaluation results
We recorded 2 h of the CNN Headline News program and
1.5 h of the Major League Soccer (MLS) program. The
resulting video streams were digitized to a frame resolution
of 180 9 120 pixels with a frame rate of 30 frames per
second. The video streams were automatically segmented
and indexed/labeled using the stochastic multi-level HMMbased algorithm described in [4, 5]. Each video segment
was labeled with terms selected from a predefined video
content description ontology. In the proposed system,
we define six semantic terms for TV broadcast news videos, i.e., News Anchor, News, Sports News, Commercial,
Weather Forecast and Program Header, and three
semantic concepts for Major League Soccer (MLS) videos,
i.e., Zoom Out, Close Up and Replay. The resulting video
segments were summarized at multiple levels of abstraction using a content-aware key frame selection and motion
panorama generation algorithm [12] and stored in a video
database.
For the purpose of experimentally comparing the
performance of the 0/1KP-based, FKP-based and MMKPbased video personalization strategies, we set the clientspecified content preference to a fixed semantic concept,
i.e., News. The relevance values of a video segment and its
associated summaries were computed using (1) and (2),
respectively. The Zipf’s law-based mapping function and
the linear transform described in (3) and (4), respectively,
were used to compute the relevance values of the various
video items, i.e., the video segments and their associated
summaries. The sum of the relevance values of the video
items included in the response to the client’s request was
used to quantify and compare the performance of the
aforementioned video personalization strategies. We chose
the semantic concept News primarily because our video
database contains a large number of fairly diverse News
video segments thus precluding a bias for or against the
proposed empirical mapping function.
The Zipf function and linear transform defined in (3) and
(4), respectively, were used to compute the relevance values of the video summaries based on their time durations
and the relevance values of the original video segments. In
Fig. 6a, b the total relevance value of the response to the
client’s request is plotted against the client’s video viewing
time limit. In Fig. 6a, the characteristic parameter s of the
Zipf function is set to zero. As can be observed in Fig. 1,
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(b)
Fig. 6 Total relevance value of the generated response versus the
client viewing time limit. a Using the Zipf function, s = 0; b using
the Zipf function, s = 1.0

when s = 0, the relative information content of a video
summary increases linearly with its time duration under the
Zipf mapping function. For a given viewing time limit, the
0/1KP-based video personalization strategy was observed
to either include or exclude a video segment as a whole,
whereas the FKP-based video personalization strategy was
observed to include a continuous fraction of a video segment, typically corresponding to the last video item in the
generated response. Thus, as shown in Fig. 6a, the total
relevance value of video feedback generated by the FKPbased personalization strategy constitutes an upper bound
on the total relevance value generated by the 0/1KP-based
video personalization strategy. As shown in (7), the
MMKP-based video personalization strategy selects one
item from each content group where an item is defined as
one of the video segments or video summaries in a content
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group. Since for every content group, there are only a finite
number of video summaries, the MMKP-based video personalization strategy can only include a discrete (not continuous) fraction of a video segment. This is the reason why
the MMKP-based video personalization strategy generates
a response with a total relevance value that is slightly lower
than the relevance value of the response generated by the
FKP-based personalization strategy when s = 0. Note that
as the number of video segments or video summaries in a
content group increases without bound, the discrete fraction of a video segment included in the response of the
MMKP-based video personalization strategy asymptotically approaches the continuous fraction of a video segment included the response of the FKP-based video
personalization strategy. In this case, the performance of
the MMKP-based personalization strategy asymptotically
approaches that of the FKP-based personalization strategy.
However, if we assume that beginning portion of a video
segment contains a major portion of its information content, for example when s = 1.0, then the short video segments selected by MMKP-based video personalization
strategy contain more relevant information than those
contained in the responses generated by the FKP-based and
0/1KP-based personalization strategies, as shown in
Fig. 6b.
A principal advantage of the MMKP-based video personalization strategy is that it can satisfy multiple clientside resource constraints simultaneously, whereas both the
FKP-based and 0/1KP-based video personalization strategies can only satisfy a single client-side resource constraint
at a time. In Fig. 6a, b the client-side resource constraint
under consideration is the client viewing time limit.
Figure 7 shows the experimental results of the MMKPbased video personalization scheme when the client has two
resource constraints, i.e., a viewing time limit and a bandwidth limit. The Zipf’s law-based mapping function with
s = 1.0 is used to illustrate this case. The received data is
limited to at most 3 kB for each second of the received
video stream. The bandwidth constraint is held constant
(3 kB/s), whereas the viewing time limit constraint is varied. As seen in Fig. 7, both of the aforementioned resource
constraints can be satisfied simultaneously by the MMKPbased video personalization strategy. The FKP-based and
0/1KP-based personalization schemes cannot satisfy such
multiple resource constraints simultaneously and are forced
to handle individual resource constraints one at a time.
Since different resource constraints, when employed individually, yield different solutions, determining the optimal
combination of these solutions to satisfy the multiple constraints simultaneously becomes an important (and difficult)
issue in the case of the FKP-based and 0/1KP-based personalization schemes. This issue is obviously moot in the
case of the MMKP-based personalization scheme since it is
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Fig. 7 Performance of the MMKP-based personalization scheme
under both, the viewing time limit constraint and the bandwidth
constraint (B3 kB/s)

inherently equipped to satisfy multiple client-side resource
constraints simultaneously.
It is observed in Fig. 7 that when both resource constraints need to be satisfied, the response contains less
video information compared to the case when the client
viewing time is the only resource constraint under consideration. Furthermore, when the viewing time is less than
150 s, the response to the client’s request contains no video
segment, i.e., results in a null response. This is because in
each of the content groups, there is no video item of size
less than 450 kB (=3 kB/s 9 150 s). When the client’s
viewing time limit is large enough ([150 s in our experiment), it is possible to include video segments or video
summaries which satisfy the bandwidth constraint.
6.2 Results of the experimental evaluation of the client
request aggregation scheme
The client–server architecture, modeled as a single server
with a single first-come-first-served (FCFS) client request
queue (depicted in Fig. 5 and discussed in Sect. 5.4), is
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed client
request aggregation strategy. In our experiments, for every
simulation test, 100 clients connect to the video personalization server via an IEEE802.11b wireless network. Each
test is repeated ten times. After a random time delay, a
client sends a video personalization request to the server.
The time durations of the random delays are modeled to
follow a Poisson distribution P(k), where k = 50 s. In our
experiments, the clients specify their viewing time limit
and bandwidth limit in their list of resource constraints. In
order to simulate mobile devices belonging to different
categories such as PDAs, smart cellular phones, pocketPCs and laptop PCs, the values of the viewing time limit
and allowed bandwidth limit are modeled as a mixture of

m normal distributions with distinct means. The means of
the normally distributed components of the viewing time
limit are set at 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 s, respectively,
whereas the standard deviations are each set at 25 s. The
means of the normally distributed components of the
bandwidth limit are set to 20, 60, 100, 140 and 180 kB/s,
respectively whereas the standard deviations are each set at
20 kB/s. The clients select the semantic terms indicating
their content preferences from the set Q. Each semantic
term in Q has a uniform selection probability. We measure
the client-experienced latency, content preference dissimilarity and viewing time difference for every client. At the
server end, we measure the amount of video data that the
server needs to process for each test.
The system parameters, i.e., values of PAF and CAF, are
observed to influence the performance of the client request
aggregation strategy. When both PAF and CAF are set to
one, the content preference dissimilarity and the viewing
time difference are both observed to be low. In this case,
the server response is observed to be the closest match to
the client-specified content preferences within the clientside resource constraints, however, at the cost of an
unacceptably long client-experienced latency. Dynamic
tuning of the PAF and CAF values can achieve the desired
balance between the precision with regard to client-specified
content preferences, client-side constraint satisfaction and
client-experienced latency. We change the value of PAF
and CAF systematically and measure the performance of
the proposed client request aggregation strategy. At the
server end, the duration of the batching time windows is set
at 20 s. Both the K-means and hierarchical clustering
algorithms are used in the multi-stage client request
aggregation scheme. In the following sections, we present
and compare experimental results of the proposed client
request aggregation strategy with the two aforementioned
clustering algorithms.
6.2.1 Client request aggregation strategy
using K-means clustering
Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 show the relationships amongst the
system parameters (i.e., values of PAF and CAF) and the
mean client-experienced viewing time difference, bandwidth difference, the mean client-experienced content
preference dissimilarity, the mean client-experienced
latency and the total amount of video data that the server
needs to process, respectively. It is observed in Figs. 8, 9,
10 that when the values of both PAF and CAF are set to
100%, the clients get exactly their specified preferred
content within their viewing time limit constraint and
bandwidth constraint, i.e., the mean client-experienced
content preference dissimilarity, the viewing time limit
difference and the bandwidth difference are all zero.
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Fig. 8 Mean client-experienced
viewing time difference
(s) versus CAF and
PAF: K-means clustering

Fig. 9 Mean bandwidth
difference (kB/s) versus CAF
and PAF: K-means clustering

However, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the mean clientexperienced latency is high and the amount of video data
the server needs to process is large, since each client
request needs to be processed by the server on an individual basis.
In Figs. 8 and 9, it is observed that the mean clientexperienced viewing time difference and bandwidth difference, respectively is each a primarily decreasing
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function of CAF. When the value of CAF is relatively
small, the mean client-experienced viewing time difference
and bandwidth difference are large. This is because with a
small number of client-side resource constraint clusters in a
single service group, the differences between the clientspecified resource constraint parameters and the client-side
resources actually consumed by the delivered video are
large. When the number of client-side resource constraint
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Fig. 10 Mean clientexperienced content preference
dissimilarity versus CAF and
PAF: K-means clustering

clusters (i.e., the value of CAF) is increased, it is observed
(Figs. 8, 9) that both, the mean client-experienced viewing
time difference and bandwidth difference decrease. Also,
the values of the client-experienced viewing time difference and bandwidth difference are observed to be largely
independent of the value of PAF. This justifies, in part, the
proposed two-stage clustering procedure where the clientspecified content preferences and resource constraints are
clustered in distinct stages of the proposed client request
aggregation scheme. The proposed 2-stage clustering procedure allows one to control separately the deviations of
the client-specified content preferences from the actual
delivered content and deviations of the client-specified
resource constraints from the client-side resources actually
consumed during content delivery by tuning the values of
CAF and PAF, respectively.
It is also observed that the client-experienced content
preference dissimilarity is primarily a decreasing function
of the PAF value (Fig. 10). On the other hand, increasing
the number of client resource constraint clusters (i.e.,
increasing the value of CAF) does not result in a significant
increase in the mean client-experienced content preference
dissimilarity (Fig. 10). Figures 11 and 12 show that
increasing either the number of client resource constraint
clusters (i.e., the value of CAF) or the number of client
content preference clusters (i.e., the value of PAF) results
in an increase in both, the mean client-experienced latency
and the amount of video data that the server needs to
process. It needs to be noted here that when both the

number of client viewing time clusters (i.e., the value of
CAF) and the number of client content preference clusters
(i.e., the value of PAF) are small, the mean client-experienced latency is short and the effective amount of data
that the server needs to process is small. However, the price
paid in this case is the larger client viewing time difference and larger client-experienced content preference
dissimilarity.
In addition to the mean values of the client-experienced
performance metrics described above, we also measure the
standard deviations of these metrics in order to quantify the
range of spread of each of the metrics. Tables 1, 2, 3 4 list
the values of the mean and standard deviation of the various client-experienced parameters such as viewing time
difference, bandwidth difference, content preference dissimilarity and latency. The mean value of each of these
parameters represents the average relevant client experience, whereas the standard deviation of each of these
parameters indicates the possible range of spread of the
relevant client experience. The trends in the values of the
means and standard deviations of the client-experienced
performance metrics with respect to the PAF and CAF
values as displayed in Tables 1, 2, 3 4 are consistent with
our observations in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. In the interest of
brevity, the corresponding results of the hierarchical clustering algorithm are also listed on the second line of each
cell in Tables 1, 2, 3 4. The results of the hierarchical
clustering algorithm are discussed in the following
subsection.
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Fig. 11 Mean clientexperienced latency (s) versus
CAF and PAF: K-means
clustering

Fig. 12 Amount of data
processed by the server (in MB)
versus PAF and CAF: K-means
clustering

Table 1 Mean and standard deviation values of the client-experienced viewing time difference (s) mean/standard deviation

Table 2 Mean and standard deviation values of the client-experienced bandwidth difference (kB/s: mean/standard deviation

CAF

CAF

10

20

40

60

80

PAF
20

10

20

40

60

80

27.1/22.7

18.1/15.2

10.9/9.8

5.6/6.7

1.5/3.3

40.1/28.5

42.8/29.2

38.2/27.9

27.0/22.2

24.2/20.0

29.7/24.0

16.1/12.4

9.6/9.3

5.0/6.8

2.6/4.9

36.6/28.4

41.2/29.1

38.7/28.6

35.6/26.3

25.1/22.0

31.1/26.1

24.4/20.5

13.6/14.6

7.4/9.7

2.4/5.0

39.9/27.7

38.7/27.9

36.0/27.6

31.0/24.8

23.7/20.6

PAF
24.8/19.4

17.6/14.1

11.3/9.8

5.3/8.3

1.8/3.6

39.5/28.7

36.8/27.7

33.6/26.0

27.9/21.5

25.0/19.3

40

31.8/23.8

18.9/14.4

11.1/10.5

5.3/8.0

2.6/5.3

41.4/30.5

31.2/22.2

36.6/26.8

31.1/24.5

21.9/17.0

60

31.7/24.1

24.2/18.6

11.4/11.2

7.4/9.3

2.1/4.4

34.3/25.7

34.9/25.9

30.0/22.1

28.8/23.5

25.0/20.0

6.3 Client request aggregation using
hierarchical clustering
In order to compare the performance of the client request
aggregation strategies using the K-means clustering
algorithm and hierarchical clustering algorithm, the
results of the experimental evaluation of the client
aggregation scheme using hierarchical clustering are
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presented in this subsection. The same single-server
multiple-client architecture described in Sect. 5.4 was
used. The various experimental settings were kept the
same as those in the case of the client request aggregation
scheme using the K-means clustering algorithm. The
influence of the system-level parameters, i.e., PAF and
CAF, on the performance of the client request aggregation
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Table 3 Mean and standard deviation values of the client-experienced content preference dissimilarity: mean/standard deviation
CAF

10

20

40

60

80

0.44/0.98

0.42/0.91

0.26/0.75

0.17/0.62

0.08/0.44

0.50/0.97

0.29/0.78

0.33/0.82

0.47/0.94

0.41/0.89

0.20/0.65

0.17/0.62

0.20/0.66

0.09/0.46

0.04/0.30

0.14/0.54

0.11/0.47

0.05/0.31

0.05/0.34

0.07/0.39

0.13/0.52

0.13/0.54

0.02/0.22

0.02/0.21

0.01/0.17

0.09/0.42

0.04/0.28

0.04/0.28

0.01/0.15

0.07/0.37

PAF
20
40
60

Table 4 Mean and standard deviation values of the client-experienced latency (s) mean/standard deviation
CAF

10

20

40

60

80

346/192

688/418

1,106/645

1,723/988

2,325/1,386

244/115

323/120

372/164

411/196

417/175

400/204

749/393

1,300/695

1,771/984

2,491/1,446

496/192

456/201

331/164

431/205

762/419

548/251

762/442

1,342/756

2,062/1,128

2,211/1,294

577/295

534/290

509/265

566/344

787/451

PAF
20
40
60

strategy using the hierarchical clustering algorithm was
observed and analyzed.
Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 show the relationships
amongst the system-level parameters and the mean clientexperienced parameters such as the viewing time difference,

bandwidth difference, content preference dissimilarity,
latency and the amount of video data the server needs to
process, respectively. When comparing Figs. 13, 14, 15,
16, 17 with Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, it can be observed that
the overall performance metrics of the client request
aggregation strategies using K-means and hierarchical
clustering algorithms are similar. When both PAF and CAF
are set to 1.0, a closer comparison of Figs. 8, 13, Figs. 9
and 14, and Figs. 10 and 15 shows that K-means clustering,
on average, yields lower values for the various clientexperienced parameters such as the viewing time difference, bandwidth difference, and content preference
dissimilarity, respectively than hierarchical clustering. The
primary reason for this observation is that the hierarchical
clustering algorithm tends to generate fewer but larger-size
clusters than the K-means clustering algorithm [37, 38].
Since the maximum possible silhouette value is 1.0, this
means that each cluster generated by the K-means clustering algorithm corresponding to the maximum possible
silhouette value consists of only a single data point (Eq. 8).
On the other hand, (9) shows that the smallest possible size
of a cluster generated by the hierarchical clustering algorithm is three. This is the reason why the K-means clustering algorithm tends to generate more smaller-size
clusters than the hierarchical clustering algorithm. A
comparison of Figs. 11 and 16, and Figs. 12 and 17 confirms that since the K-means clustering algorithm generates
a larger number of smaller-size clusters, it results in a
smaller client-experienced viewing time difference and
bandwidth difference, but at the cost of higher client-

Fig. 13 Mean clientexperienced viewing time
difference (s) versus CAF and
PAF: hierarchical clustering
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Fig. 14 Mean bandwidth
difference (kB/s) versus CAF
and PAF: hierarchical clustering

Fig. 15 Mean clientexperienced content preference
dissimilarity versus CAF and
PAF: hierarchical clustering

experienced latency and greater amount of data that the
server needs to process. On the other hand, the hierarchical
clustering algorithm results in fewer but larger-size clusters. Hence, there is lower precision in (i.e., greater deviation from) the client-specified viewing time limit and
bandwidth, but lower client-specified latency and less
video data that needs to be processed by the server. Hence,
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if higher precision is desired, smaller-size clusters would
be preferred over larger-size ones, as is the case in most
information retrieval tasks. In such cases, K-means clustering would be considered the better choice. However, if
lower client-experienced latency is desired and/or the server is limited in terms of its ability to process the video
data, then hierarchical clustering would be preferred.
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Fig. 16 Mean clientexperienced latency (s) versus
CAF and PAF: hierarchical
clustering

Fig. 17 Amount of Data
Processed by the Server (MB)
versus CAF and PAF:
hierarchical clustering

7 Conclusions and future work
The primary contribution of the work described in this
paper is the design of a Multiple-choice Multi-dimensional
Knapsack Problem (MMKP)-based video personalization
strategy and a client request aggregation strategy and their
prototypical implementation in a single-server/multipleclient video-on-demand (VOD) environment consisting of
resource-constrained, multimedia-capable, mobile clients.
In order to compare the information content of the video
summaries relative to the original video segments, the
Zipf’s law-based mapping function was employed to
compute the relevance values of video summaries given

their time durations and the relevance values of the corresponding original video segments. This is in conformity
with the commonly observed law of diminishing marginal
return. Experimental results have shown the MMKP-based
video personalization strategy to have the following significant advantages over the existing 0/1 Knapsack Problem (0/1KP)-based and the Fractional Knapsack Problem
(FKP)-based video personalization strategies: (a) the proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy was observed
to include more relevant video content in response to a
client’s request, and (b) in contrast to the 0/1KP-based and
FKP-based personalization strategies which can satisfy
only a single client-side resource constraint at a time, the
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proposed MMKP-based personalization strategy was
shown to be capable of satisfying multiple client-side
resource constraints simultaneously.
In a typical VOD system the server could be expected to
receive requests from multiple clients in a given time
interval. To fulfill each of these requests, the server would
need to consume a certain amount of its resources, such as
computing time and network bandwidth. When a large
number of client requests are received by the server in a
given time interval, the average client-experienced latency
is prohibitive if every client request is processed on an
individual basis. Moreover, the client requests are often
heterogeneous along multiple dimensions, i.e., they vary
significantly in terms of the client-specified content preferences, and client-side resource constraints. Consequently,
a multi-stage clustering strategy was proposed to group
together similar client requests along one dimension at a
time. The proposed multi-stage client request aggregation
strategy was designed to cluster together similar client
requests such that the effective number of requests sent to
the server is reduced, thus reducing the average clientexperienced latency. Two system-level parameters termed
as the Preference Aggregation Factor (PAF) and Constraint Aggregation Factor (CAF) were defined. Appropriate tuning of these parameters was observed to achieve
the desired balance between the client-experienced latency
and deviation of the resource consumption parameters of
the delivered video from the client-specified resource
constraints and deviation of the actual delivered video
content from the client-specified content preferences. The
proposed client request aggregation strategy based on
multi-stage clustering was shown to allow appropriate
tuning of the system performance along individual
dimensions separately.
Both, the K-means clustering algorithm and hierarchical
clustering algorithm were used in the proposed client
request aggregation scheme. Comparison of the experimental results of the client request aggregation using the
K-means clustering algorithm and the hierarchical clustering algorithm showed that the K-means clustering
algorithm tends to generate a large number of smaller-size
clusters. This yields higher precision, in terms of the
deviation of the resource consumption parameters of the
delivered video from the client-specified resource constraints and deviation of the actual delivered video content
from the client-specified content preferences, but at the
cost of higher client-experienced latency and greater
amount of video data that the server needs to process. Thus,
the K-means clustering algorithm was seen to be preferable
when precision is more important. On the other hand, the
hierarchical clustering algorithm was observed to generate
fewer larger-size clusters thus resulting in a shorter clientexperienced latency and less amount of video data that
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need to be processed by the server. However, the hierarchical clustering algorithm was observed to also result in
lower precision in terms of the deviation of the resource
consumption parameters of the delivered video from the
client-specified resource constraints and deviation of the
actual delivered video content from the client-specified
content preferences. Thus, the hierarchical clustering
algorithm was seen to be a better choice when clientexperienced latency is a more important consideration.
Our work on multimedia personalization in multi-client
scenarios results in an effective reduction in the number of
multimedia streams that need to be processed by the server
and transmitted over the network. It can be seen as a highlevel extension to existing network-level delivery techniques [21–23] to ensure efficient delivery of multimedia
streams to multiple resource-constrained clients. Our future
work will focus on incorporation of more client-side
resource constraints that are typical of a mobile environment, such as the geospatial location and motion trajectory
of a mobile client. Alternatives to the Zipf function to
compute the information content and relevance value of a
video summary will be investigated. Subjective evaluations
of the generated video summaries will be conducted to
determine empirically the most appropriate function(s) to
compute the information content and relevance value of a
video summary. Extensions of the proposed video personalization strategies to peer-to-peer environments, where
both, the sender and the receiver are resource constrained,
will also be considered.
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